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No. 650 Signal Box Lock

The No. 650 Signal Box Lock, shown in this bulletin, has a number of features not heretofore embodied in a lock of this type. The lock is operated by four tumblers and a bridge plate, making it what might be termed a five tumbler lock. The shackle bolt is governed entirely by the action of the tumblers and is pivoted instead of having a straight throw, thus cannot be jarred open and is considerably stronger. The interior plates are of hard rolled brass cut with dies, thus insuring accuracy and interchangeability as well as free and easy operation.

Quite a variety of changes in the key can be furnished and one master key supplied that will cover every twelve changes. The lock is self locking and the action of closing down the shackle into the lock forces down the bridge plate and releases the shackle bolt. This lock is practically non-pickable.

In every detail this lock, which is inexpensive, will give service worthy of the name "Adlake."